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Topic Summary:


Core functions for your network: what does it do and who is it designed for?



Logical versus physical architectures: Constructing the network for success.



Security and defense-in-depth: Layers of protective assurance.



Starting and Staying Secure: Maintaining your operating systems over time.



Recommendations and Best Practices: Providing Assurance without breaking the bank!
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Andrew Bruce is Chief Technical Officer for RiVidium Incorporated, a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small
Business in the suburban Washington, DC area. RiVidium provides professional services to the Federal
Government and the Department of Defense, specializing in customizing and developing architecture and
governance models that leverage our proprietary technologies. Mr. Bruce's job responsibilities include: working
directly with customers and partners for new business development, supporting proposal efforts, overseeing
RiVidium's network infrastructure, working with project managers to ensure project completion, managing
software development efforts throughout the entire system life-cycle, and leading new technology research and
proofs-of-concept. After a career spanning decades in shrink-wrap, commercial, and corporate software
development, Mr. Bruce is focusing on Information Assurance to achieve his goal of building and managing
large data centers providing cloud computing utility services for commercial and Government customers.

1.0 Introduction
In this white paper, we look at a notional (but typical) small business. This notional organization faces unique
challenges as a small company competing in a difficult business environment. As an information systems
services provider, its network must provide a high degree of confidentiality, integrity, and availability (the CIA
Triad)i – the loss of any of these elements translates to a loss of its customers' trust. At the same time, it must
be economical; overhead personnel must be funded from existing revenues. Our notional network
infrastructure must satisfy these conflicting goals to provide the best cost-benefit. Specifically, we look at the
following:


Background – The constraints under which our notional network must function.



Existing Landscape – The business drivers for our notional network's configuration, the logical
architecture we use to address these drivers, and our notional physical implementation.



Defensive Posture – How we protect our notional network from external and internal attacks.



Recommendations – Suggestions and alternatives for applying new resources to our notional network.

Gartner identifies both virtualization and activity monitoring as top strategic IT technologies for 2010.ii In our
notional infrastructure, we address both of these technologies, but temper our adoption based on reliability as
the single most important consideration for us, closely followed by affordability. We analyze existing
shortcomings and suggest new solutions with these constraints in mind.
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2.0 Background
Our notional organization is a start-up with strong funding sources, currently active customers / revenue
generation, and strong business development efforts. However, it recognizes that sustainable success demands
prudent management of corporate expenses. Today's hyper-competitive business environment requires our
notional network infrastructure to be highly secure while simultaneously keeping the overhead rate low and
the billable rate high.
Network success is a sine qua noniii for our start-ups own success – our notional network must run in an
automated and highly-available mode. It must account for power outages, equipment failures, system failures,
data corruption, and external auditing requirements all while minimizing our overhead expenditures.
Additionally, our notional network must be scalable; we must be able to expand its functionality without
extensive retooling of the existing infrastructure.

3.0 Existing Landscape
3.1 Core Functions
Computer networks exist to satisfy business drivers,iv and our notional network is no exception. Our business
drivers specify the core functions that our notional network must provide, and include the following:v
1. Corporate presence (corporate Web pages, company contact information, news feeds, search engine
support, and so on);
2. Secure communication via email and phone;
3. Managed Internet access for team members;
4. Collaboration functions to allow internal groups and customers to work together in a secure
environment; and,
5. Compliance and accreditation requirements to satisfy contractual and legal obligations. This last
requirement includes the ability for the network to protect itself against internal and external attacks.
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3.2 Network Structure
Our notional network infrastructure directly addresses these business drivers, as shown by the following
drawing:

Illustration 1: Our notional organization's logical computer network
Our existing network landscape includes voice and data support, multiple Internet Service Provider (ISP) lines,
application-level gatewaysvi providing firewall support,vii back-end Web servers providing corporate presence
and internal collaboration, a segmented architecture that segregates network servers from end-users, and
support for guest access via wireless connectivity. In conformance with general enterprise information security
architecture principles, our notional network must not impede information flow or affect the company's
productivity.viii
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3.3 Physical Layout
Due to our notional organization's small size and the constraints we have on its overhead positions, we have
designed the physical local area network (LAN) with centralization and minimal administrative cost in mind. The
diagram below shows this physical layout; as can be seen, the primary rack uses the most common LAN
configuration: the star-wired bus (all servers are connected to a single switch).ix We provide uninterrupted
power from a separate dedicated rack, and we provide external links through one of two ISP providers via cable
modem.

Illustration 2: Our notional organization's physical computer stack
This design consciously accepts certain risks. For example, the primary rack is connected to the external link by
a single set of high-capacity network cables (the CAT5E GB cables above)x via the virtual LAN (VLAN) switch.
Obviously, if either the cables or the switch fail, we effectively lose our entire network communications.
However, the risk is justified based on our notional organization's need to minimize overhead (there's only a
single cable to check if a network problem is detected). Additionally, by using two cables instead of one, we
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effectively reduce the risk of failure by half. This type of decision-making repeats itself throughout the network
infrastructure as we attempt to balance competing pressures to find the the best possible value (overhead cost
vs. required reliability vs. ease of maintenance).

4.0 Defensive Posture
Our notional corporate network applies defense-in-depthxi by using a variety of protective measures:


Redundancy (both hardware and data).



Logical network segmentation to help prevent unauthorized access.



Proactive network protection via firewalls, VPN,xii anti-virus, and intrusion detection / prevention.



Operating system compliance, including regularly scheduled patch applications.

4.1 Redundancy
The first line of defense guards against both physical failure (e.g. a disk crash) and logical failure (e.g. an infected
system) by providing redundancy. These defenses include:
1. Using fault-tolerant disk storage such as RAID 1xiii (mirroring between two disks, the most expensive
overall but easiest to setup) or RAID 5 (data striping at the block level over multiple disks with
distributed parity; less expensive but harder to setup). In our notional setup, both approaches allow us
to replace a failed disk without powering down the server and without losing any data. However, let's
consider that in our notional environment we do not using RAID for all physical servers and are
therefore at risk of disk crashes. (Haven't we all personally experienced this problem?)
2. Some critical servers have two power supplies, each of which is connected to a separate UPSxiv device.
In the event of power supply failure, this approach protects the servers against unexpected crashes and
allows us to replace the failed power supply without powering down the server. However, let's assume
that this approach is not used for all servers.
3. We've designed a high-capacity external disk for data backups, and we suggest that detailed recovery
instructions for many of systems. While this is an excellent start, is this enough storage capacity to
maintain full monthly backups for five years as best practices suggest?xv
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4.2 Logical Network Segmentation
As Lai and Dai point out, for “sensitive systems...segregation in networks should be employed”xvi in order to
prevent unauthorized access. We use our network switches to implement virtual LANs (VLANs);xvii these VLANs
allow us to separate the higher-risk wireless guest access network from internal protected network servers.
Also, this approach allows us to maximize our notional network throughput by having critical servers configured
to use the higher-quality leased line (the T1xviii connection from the network drawing) instead of the less-

Illustration 3: A segmented network architecture with gateways and VLANs
expensive Comcast connection. The drawing below shows our notional segmentation architecture:

While the above is a strong start, it does not fully account for all weaknesses. For example, an individual
corporate server must still be tied to a specific gateway. As many have found to their chagrin, it is quite possible
for one (or both) of the Internet service providers (ISPs) to have an outage. The current design requires manual
intervention to switch the server to the other ISP. Thus, this violates our notional organization's primary need
for automation and reliability.
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4.3 Proactive Network Protection
Our notional network uses a number of protective defensive layers, including:
1. Invested in commercial application-level firewalls and anti-virus for network edge connections. Each
firewall scans inbound as well as selected outbound network messages thoroughly for problems (such
as Web-based buffer overflow attacks), while the anti-virus uses signature- and behavior-based
algorithms to detect harmful activity on individual host computers. As part of the corporate domain
security policy, our notional infrastructure ensures that each member computer (including all corporate
servers like the email and Web servers) use both the corporate anti-virus as well as the built-in
operating-system provided firewall. Member computers must meet these requirements to use this
network.
2. The corporate VPN (virtual private network) allows external access to trusted team members and
partners by using the organization's public key infrastructure (PKI). Remote access to the network
requires that the client receive (from us!) a special keypair for Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol / Internet
Protocol Security connectivity (L2TP/IPsec). The VPN server allows connections only from clients with
this valid keypair.
3. At the hardware level (specifically, the Data Link Layer or Layer 2 from the OSI model),xix our notional
network implements packet filtering within the network switches. This protection is of limited use
because it can check only the IP address and port number of each data packet, but it is an easy way to
limit network traffic to known protocols.
What is lacking in the above are automated responses when dangerous situations occur. For example, if the
anti-virus detects a security breach within a production Web server, manual intervention must occur for the
network administrators to remediate the situation (such as restoring the server from a verified backup). Such
manual intervention is costly, error-prone, and can result in downtime that may affect Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) with our notional organization's customers; for an organization's security breach response to be effective
it must be automated!

4.4 Operating Systems
Within our notional network, we assume standardized variants of the Microsoft systems, from XP Professional
up through Windows 7. However, let's acknowledge that additional platforms such as RedHat Enterprise Linux
(RHEL) must be hosted in support of customers. As the 2010 Black Hat Forum points out, each of these
operating system platforms is made up of insecure software that we must protect against.xx
This is where virtualization comes into play. Initially, we can use a virtualization manager (Microsoft Hyper-V) to
assist with provisioning new servers. Hyper-V allows our notional organization to create base images and to use
these images as “templates” for new systems (both virtual and physical). For any organization doing work for
DoD and per NIST SP 800-123, the network administrators should typically build servers using the highlysecured Army Golden Master baseline (AGM).xxi This provides the assurance that our notional customers
require to know that the systems we build are strong from the beginning.
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We ensure continued security compliance by applying the managed patching process from NIST SP 800-123
(document the process, identify / evaluate patches and map to vulnerabilities, install patches).xxii Specifically, we
combine the built-in Windows Update Service with an in-house solution. As SP 800-123 points out, patches can
be dangerous to apply to production servers because they occasionally result in side effects.xxiii We therefore
use Windows Update in “Download Only but Do Not Install” mode and use our custom solution to detect
changes. As seen below, our custom system consists of three pieces.
1. On each server to be monitored, a nightly task runs and uses WMI (Windows Management
Instrumentation) for checking for software updates.

Illustration 4: Nightly job for running operating system patch checker
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2. On one server (we chose our corporate anti-virus server), a master service runs a nightly check that

Illustration 5: Data file defining a test for required critical OS patches
scans a shared directory for any out-of-date patches:

3. System administrators receive notification about required updates:

Illustration 6: Email notification for a missing OS patch
The above process and checks are good, but not sufficient. It does not properly account for non-Windows
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operating systems, and the proprietary system requires maintenance as new servers are added to the stack.
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5.0 Recommendations
Given our notional organization's small size and resource constraints, we highlight specific recommendations
both for the physical and logical network layers.

5.1 Physical Servers
Two efforts will decrease manual operations overhead at a minimum cost:
1. Use at least RAID 1 for all servers – In the notional diagram above, we use RAID to protect ourselves
from disk crashes only for certain servers. Available for less than $100 each,xxiv one can install an
additional disk drive for each physical server. Perhaps this was not done in the past because a classic
“hardware RAID” requires a rebuild of the entire server. However, by using “software RAID” we can
avoid that expense.xxv While software RAID is less efficient, our primary goal of reliability over
maximum efficiency makes this a better solution. Also, software RAID has few if any risks associated
with it.
2. Redundant power supplies – For each physical server, we need two power supplies. At a cost of around
$100 per server,xxvi we can add a second power supply (powered from a separate battery) that protects
us from this type of equipment failure.

5.2 Logical Protection
1. Anti-virus automated response – Our existing corporate anti-virus software can identify malicious
activity but can take no action other than sending email. For approximately two weeks worth of effort,
we can leverage the built-in automated response capabilities in our existing package to define custom
actions.xxvii For example, upon detection of malware activity on an end-user's box, outbound network
connectivity can be suspended and a message displayed to the user with instructions and help desk
contact information.
2. Replacement of Windows Update package. Our current in-house Windows Update solution requires
periodic maintenance to account for Windows changes as well as manual integration as we add new
servers to our network. Also, it does not account for non-Windows systems. By investing in a
commercial product, we can alleviate both of those concerns.xxviii
By implementing these low-cost and highly effective solutions, we can continue to provide the availability,
integrity, and confidentiality that our customers and partners demand while keeping overhead costs low.
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